1. INTRODUCTION Let l+N&G.P,Q+l (1.1) be a group extension and A a (left) G-module. We note, for clarity, that the extension (1.1) and the module A will always be fixed unless the contrary is admitted explicitly. We consider the Lyndon-Hochschild-Serre (LHS) spectral sequence with ETvq = H"(Q, W(N, A)) (we shall usually drop the superscripts and write d, instead of df'*q) and the transgression t: Ei*2 -E:*' ("1" denotes an additive relation). We shall give explicit descriptions (see Section 2 below) in terms of group extensions, crossed 2-fold extensions (see below) and certain automorphisms groups. Our descriptions also turn out to be natural in a strong sense. We note that similar automorphism groups were studied in [20] .
The results of this paper were announced in [ 111. The differentials we describe in this paper yield, together with the differential d,: H"(Q, H'(N, A)) --t H'(Q, A"'), all the information about H2(G, A) that can be obtained from the spectral sequence. This has been pushed further in [ 131, where we have constructed a certain extension Xpext(G, N,A) of Ei3' by Eiv2 which fits into a natural exact sequence H'(Q, A"') + H*(G, A) -+ Xpext(G, N, A) -% H3(Q, AN) + H3(G, A) such that A lifts the differential dtg3 (this was announced in [ 121) . We also note that in [ 131 a conceptual description of d,: Ei,' --+ Eiqo was obtained.
In another paper [ 141 we shall extend our methods to obtain conceptual descriptions of all differentials do&. Et.4 j E;J-1 2 . and d',q. El.9 j E;.q-1, 2 ' 2 q> 1.
The paper is organised in the following manner: In Section 2 we present our results (Theorems 1, 2 and 3). Section 3 deals with some differentials in the LHS spectral sequence. In Sections 4-6 we prove our theorems. Section 7 offers an example.
Central roles will be played by the concept of a crossed module and that of a crossed 2-fold extension, the definitions of which we reproduce here for completeness: A crossed module (C, r, a) (Whitehead [23, p. A crossed 2;fold extension ( [9] or [ 10, Sect. 31) is an exact sequence of groups e2:O-rA+CAr-iQ-+ 1, where (C, r, a) is a crossed module. The group A is then central in C, whence it is Abelian; furthermore, the r-action on C induces a Q-action on A. For Q and A fixed, the classes of crossed 2-fold extensions under the similarity relation generated by morphisms (1, . , . , 1): e2 -+ e*' of crossed 2-fold extensions constitute an Abelian group naturally isomorphic to the cohomology group H'(Q, A); this is a special case of the main Theorem in Section 7 of [lo] (see also [9] ). We note that such an interpretation of group cohomology was found independently by several other people; see Mac Lane [ 151. Here we would like to point out, however, that the interpretation of the third cohomology group in terms of crossed 2-fold extensions, although not explicitly recognised, is hidden in an old paper of Mac Lane and Whitehead [171.
2. RESULTS 
Automorphisms and Group Extensions
Let r be a group and A a (left) r-module. Let x0: r+ Aut(I') x Am(A) be the obvious map given by x0(y) = (i,, E,), y E I-, where i, is the corresponding inner automorphism and I, the action 1Ja) = ya of y on A; here Aut(T) denotes the group of automorphisms of r, and Aut(A) that of A as Abelian group. Denote by Aut(I', A) the subgroup of Aut(T) x Aut(A) that consists of pairs (cp, a) of automorphisms (o of r and CI of A such that a(a) = w(y)O(a), yEr, aEA.
We call Aut(I', A) the group of automorphisms of the pair (r, A). PROPOSITION 
The group Aut(I', A) is the normaliser in Aut(T) x ANAl OfxdO
Let Out(r, A) = Aut(r, A)/X#) and call it the group of outer automorphisms of the pair (r, A). We shall now describe an obvious action of Out(T, A) on the cohomology H*(I', A) (this may be folklore).
Recall that any group homomorphism f: r' + r induces a unique map f *i H*(I', A) + H*(T', A'); here A' is the P-module which has the same underlying Abelian group as A but operators from r' via f. Now, if ;n,ui E Aut(T, A), let f = q-l, and consider ((o-l)*: H*(T, A) + H*(T, A'). We note that it is convenient to invert the automorphism cp for the formal reason that cohomology is contravariant in the group variable. In our situation, we have the group extension (1.1) and the G-module A. Let r = N, and let N act on A in the obvious way. Then (1.1) furnishes an action x: G + Aut(N, A) of G on the pair (N, A) given by x(g) = (i,, t,), g E G, where i, is the conjugation n I-+ gng-', n E N, and I, the action Z,(a) = ga of g on A. For later reference, denote by Aut,(N, A) the image of x. Since x extends the above homomorphism x0: N -+ Aut(N, A), it induces an outer action CO: Q + Out(N, A) of Q on the pair (N, A). PROPOSITION Let e be a group extension (2.1). Assume now that e represents a member of H2(N, A)Q. In Section 2.1 we associated to e the extension 0 -+ Der(N, A) + Autc(E) -+ Aut,(N, A) + 1. here < sends a E A to the inner derivation (n +-+ a -'a, n E N), p(x) = (i,, n(x)), x E E, and i is the inclusion. Inspection proves the following. PROPOSITION 2.5. The obvious action of Aut,(e) on E turns (E, Aut,(e), /3) into a crossed module.
A consequence of this is that /I(E) is normal in Aut,(e). We denote the cokernel of /3 by Out,(e), since there is an obvious map '1: Out,(e) + Out(E), where Out(E) denotes the group of outer automorphisms of E. If we pass in A proof will be given in Section 4 below. We shall also show that our description is natural in a very strong sense; see Propositions 4.5 and 4.6 below.
For later reference, we note that the above construction also associates with e the crossed 2-fold extension 0 + AN + E 2 Aut,(e) + Out,(e) -+ 1.
(2. [21] . Extensions (l), (6) and (7) in Section 0 of [22] correspond to our extensions (l.l), (2.1) and (2.5), respectively. Sah assumes extension(l.1) to be split with N Abelian (i.e., N a Q-module) and the N-action on A to be trivial. We managed to get rid of all these hypotheses.
Since Et*' is the kernel of d,, we have the following. COROLLARY 1. The subgroup Ey" of transgressive elements consists of those classes of extensions e for which P splits.
This suggests that dz[e] should be the obstruction to lifting the outer action w: Q + Out(N,A) to somewhat of an outer action on E. In fact, if Out'(E) denotes the cokernel of the obvious map E + AutA(E) which sends a member of E to the corresponding inner automorphism, the map AutA(E) + Aut(N, A) in Section 2.1 induces a homomorphism Out'(E) -+ Out(N, A) the kernel of which is (isomorphic to) H'(N,A). We take the opportunity to correct a slight error in [22] : It is fairly clear from our construction of (2.5) that, in the special case considered by Sah, the middle group of (7) in Section 0 of [22] should be a fibre product AV',[fl) X C here Aut,(K, 44) is the image of the obvious map r-, Aut(K) x Aut(M). Sah's description is correct only if this map is injective, i.e., if the action of r on (K, M) is faithful. We also note that, in view of the above, on p. 21 of [ 221 the group M in line 18 from below should perhaps be replaced by E(J).
Remark 3. In very special cases the differential d, can be described as the cup product with certain characteristic classes [l-3] . We tried to obtain such a description in our situation but could not manage to do so. Here BS is the fibre product B' = Aut,(e,) )( Q; Out(;(e,)
it will be convenient to take as B" the pre-image in Aut,(e,) of w,(Q This will be proved in Section 6 below. Again the descriptions are natural, in a suitable sense. This is, however, best understood in terms of crossed pairs; see Section 2 of [ 13) . We denote this homomorphism by y. Q.E.D. (naturally isomorphic to) the group H'(NQ, A), and passing to cokernels in the second row of (3.3) yields, in case q = 2, an exact sequence of N-modules
Here h is the obvious map that sends the class of rp: B,(G) -+ A to its restriction v, I J,(G). The proof is easy and is left to the reader. We note, however, that we could construct C I,, K with respect to the derivation d(k) = 1 -k also. This explains the ambiguity of sign. where h is the map used in Lemma 3.1. A lifting a,: ZQ + Horn&,(G), A) is a given by a,( 1) =,u. Now, for g E G, aO(p( g)) = l,,ul~', where p: G + Q is the projection in (1.1); note that for n E N we have I,,ul;' =,u since p is N-linear. There is no need to construct a,; we shall instead construct directly a group extension representing d2[a].
Let T = ker(r: Hom,(J,(G), A) + Ext,(ZG, A)). Clearly, a0 induces a Qmap ZQ + T, and we may take the fibre product ZZ'(Nc, A) Xr ZQ (note that, by exactness, h maps H'(N",A) onto T). 
Q.E.D.
In view of Lemma 4.1, we shall now take coker(A -+ Der(N,A)) as H'(N, A) and coker(A -+ Der(A@, A)) as H'(J@',A), and we shall no longer distinguish between h and h'. It will be convenient to describe Hence d, is an inner derivation, and we are done. Q.E.D.
Remark. The reader might perhaps believe that in our proof of Theorem 1 there is an argument missing which should establish the independence of the choices of the maps ,U and v in (4.2). There is, however, no need to give such an argument: Diagram (4.8) reverses the choices ofp and v in the sense that (4.2) and (4.8) together show that the whole proof is independent of ,u and v. of the identity map of Q in a canonical way.
The Group B"
We wish to describe the group BS (introduced in Section 2. where @(h))(n) = h(n -I), h E Hom,(ZG, A), n E N. Let g E G and n E N. For any h E Hom,(lG, A), the computation
shows that for g E G fixed the two derivations N -+ A, given by n t+ gh( g-'(n -1)) (= p(l,hl;')(n)), n E N, and n I-+ gh(g-lng -l), n E N, It follows that the construction of the semidirect fibre product DerW, 4 LP(~,~, G makes sense. We can now identify this group with BS as follows: As already explained in Section 2.3, the group Aut,(e,) splits canonically into Der (N,A) The projection BS + Q is now the map rrg, the homomorphism a: A 3 N-+ BS is given by ~?(a, n) = (-df,, n), a E A, n E N, and B" acts on A 3 N by rule (5.3); here d6: N -+ A is the inner derivation d:(n) = "a -U, n E N. t (s..)) = dkr,s,(n).
The Completion of the Proof
The group J = ker(& C -+ F) is (as a Q-module) generated by the elements (cf. [ 10, Sect. 91) u(r, s, 1) = "'(s, t)(r, st)(rs, t)-' (r, s)-', r, s, t E Q*.
The proof of Theorem 2 is now completed by the following. If we now sum up suitably, we obtain
Q.E.D. N,A) is a derivation it is clear that the combined map r,6: Q + H'(N, A') is a derivation representing the image r* [6] E H'(Q, H'(N, A')) (where we abuse the notation "-*"). is the obvious one, where "=" means the obvious isomorphisms; see Section 5.1 above.
Notice that Propositions 5.4 and 5.5 imply the (well known) fact that the differential d,: El" -+ EiYo is natural in both variables.
THE PROOF OF THEOREM 3
We shall show that the pairs given in Theorem 3 constitute the corresponding transgression. All the. rest is straightforward. For the proof we need the following. The proof of Lemma 6.1 is now completed as follows: Let (r, u) E De@@, A) LwQ,~, E Write g = g, E G and q = qU E Q for the images in G and Q of u, respectively. Define maps a,: Nc --t E, a,: A + E by setting a,(n) = s(unu-') B(unu-'), here h: H'(@,A)+ T is the map given by rule (4.7). Consequently, if n E P, we have a,(n) = 5(unu-') + lc(unu-') (using additive notation in A) = %(n) -K(UnU-') + rc(unu-')
Thus we obtain a map A 3 h@ + E given by (6 n) t+ a*@> a,(n), aEA, nENQ, which coequalises j and K. Hence (r, u) induces a unique map a: E -+ E. Clearly, a induces left translation with g, on A and conjugation with g, on N whence a is an automorphism of E. Moreover, the rule ('%U'~ = a(x), x E E, describes an action of Der(@, A) &,,(NQ,Aj F on E.
Proof of Addendum. If a is obtained as above, i.e., (',"'x = a(x), x E E, let (a, g,) be the corresponding member of Aut,(e), where g, = g,. It is clear that we have a homomorphism Der(p, A) JH1(NQ,A) F-+ Aut,(e), and, by abuse of language, we denote (a,g,) by a also. In Proposition 4.4 we constructed a map Aut,(e) -+ H'(@, A) 3 T Q given by a F+ ([d,] , q,), a E Aut,(e). Now, if a is the image of some (t, U) E Der(NQ, A) JHjfNV,n, F, we have d,(n) = a(O(x;'nx,)) B(n-'), nE@, g=g,,EG, = a,(x;3zxg) @(n-') = T(UX;'nXgU-') B(ux,'nx,u-') t?(n-I), where ux; ' E NC. Hence d,(n) = t(ux, ') + s(n) -e("'(r(~~; ')) + (' -ec"))(~(ux, ')) E A since NC acts trivially on A. We obtain d,(n) = r(n) + ('-ey5(uxg') + +4x; 1)).
Consequently, [d,] = [r] E H'(A@, A)
, and the Addendum is proved.
Proof of Proposition 6.4. Since B" is the Iibre product Aut,(e) )&G(e) Q with respect to w: Q * Out,(e), diagram (6.6) induces a unique map 6: Der(@, A) 3H1(NQ,Aj F-B"'. Let O,=z,:A gi@-+E. Then (1,8,,8,, 1) is the desired morphism of crossed 2-fold extensions.
Q.E.D.
where QU = (x, y; x2 = y* = (xy)') and p(x) = ua*, p(y) = ub (note that Hom(N, A) = H/2 x Z/2 and recall how /? was defined in Section 2.2). Now coke@) z Z/4 x E/2 and the extension does not split.
(ii) d,: H'(Z/2, H1(Z/2 x Z/2, Z/2)) -+ H3(E/2, Z/2). AS in Section 2.3, let E = (Z/2)3, let {e, , e,, e3} be the obvious E/2-basis, and consider the split extension e,: 0 --+ n/2@,) + L/2@,) x Z/2@,) x Z/2@,) -+ L/2@,) x L/2(e,) --) 1. NOW fP(n/2, Hr(z/2 x n/2, n/2)) = Hom(b/2, fzyn/2 x E/2, n/2)) and we identify H'(Z/2 x Z/2, Z/2) with A&(E) as above. Writing Z/2 = (x; x2),
we choose a basis {q, 0) for H*(Z/2, HI@/2 x H/2, z/2)) 2 Z/2 x B/2, by setting n'X'e2 = e, -t e2, e, , e3 fixed under V(X), ecx)e3 = e, + e3, e, , e2 fixed under O(x). It follows that dz[r] is the generator of H3(Z/2, Z/2) E E/2, whence E:,' = 0, and that 0 generates E:,' z Z/2.
